WHO IS CR³?

DEDICATED TO RADON REDUCTION

GRASSROOTS ORGANIZATION
MISSION

Assist, encourage, and prepare advocates in making a difference with awareness, education and action against radioactive radon gas exposure.

Educate the public and private sectors about the real danger of living, working, or attending school in environments with elevated levels of radon gas.

“ACTION” SINCE 2006
NEW “FOCUS” IN RADON ADVOCACY
Strategies

Increased visibility through promotion to education, medical, public health, and childcare.

Early Detection: $f(eD) \gg f(C,R,M)$
PARTNERING
• Radon MOVES EJ
• PA Environmental Health Project
• Other Lung Cancer Orgs
• County Health Departments
• ALLOFUS Ambassadors
• Vitamin D Kids Asthma
• Comprehensive Cancer Control Plans
• PluSS Lung Screening Study
• State Radon Programs
• NAACP

Encouraging our membership to participate and assist other organizations with advocacy & awareness efforts.
• Events
• Booths
• Plans
• Medical Organizations

EXPANSION
• Radon Medical Follow up
• Fracking

Sharing lung cancer info
• Screening guidelines
• Symptoms
• Sharing increased exposure/well water
DISPARATIES
• Economic Justice

GLOBAL
• Europe
• Africa
• Asia
• South America
• Brazil

MEMBERSHIP
• Increased Representation

• Communicating in disadvantaged communities to encourage radon testing and mitigation.
• Sharing lung cancer info to communities and medical facilities
• Sharing the global concern for radon
• Want Representatives in all 50 states and World-wide.
Legislation Goals

• Continue working with state legislators throughout the U.S. for improved policies

• Increased mandated testing for schools PA & OH

• Implement campaigns to influence radon legislation

• Increase Cancer Coalition participation
If you're not testing or mitigating ... you're not saving lives!

... Nate Burden, President PA AARST
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